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From left, Sidney
Matthews, Bruce
Davis and Bill
Daun discuss
scripture from
the book of
Revelation
Wednesday
morning at St.
Peters United
Church of Christ in
Murphysboro. Bob
Downey, who died
June 3, attended
the Bible studies
regularly. “He had
been coming here
forever,” Daun said.
“He was one of
our good close
friends.”
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When Carbondale lost Robert
Downey, it lost more than a knowledgeable veteran of the last world
war.
It lost a champion for southern
Illinois who dedicated his life to
service from the time he enlisted in
the navy to the day he died, several
friends, family and others across the
community said.
“Bob was one of our most
valuable and valued members,”
said Post Commander David

Conrad, who served with Downey
for years at the Veterans of Foreign
Wars post in Carbondale. “It will
literally take three people to replace
him.”
Downey, a lifelong southern
Illinois resident, died June 3 due
to complications from surgery to
remove a rare cancer. He was 85.
Downey’s death has spurred
numerous memorials and speeches
throughout southern Illinois, from
the Carbondale City Council meeting to a Flag Day ceremony given
Monday.
In a speech at the Flag Day ceremony, U.S. District Judge J. Phil
Gilbert of Benton remembered
Downey as “one of the most patriotic
people I have ever known.”
“His love for his country and old
glory were surpassed only by his love

of God and family,” Gilbert said in
the speech. “If someone asked Bob to
raise his hands, he would be holding
the Bible in one and the American
flag in the other.”
Downey began his service career
shortly after the attack on Pearl
Harbor, when he enlisted in the navy.
He served aboard a landing craft support ship that was sunk during the
battle of Okinawa in February 1945.
Like many veterans, Downey did
not to like to talk about his experiences during the war but was proud
to serve his country, his wife Helen
Downey said.
The two met at the First United
Methodist Church in Carbondale
shortly after his three-year military
stint.
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Murphysboro looks to expand
City drafts plans to
claim Carbondale land
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Jenn Lofton
DAILY EGYPTIAN

A pending boundary agreement between Carbondale and
Murphysboro could move the line
drawn between the two cities.
The Murphysboro City Council
has decided to turn down a proposal from the Carbondale City
Council to renew the agreement that
Country Club Road is the boundary
line between the cities, Murphysboro
Mayor Ron Williams said. He said the
council is working on an alternate proposal that would give Murphysboro
room for expansion.
“We feel that we have our
needs and the city of Murphysboro
needs this opportunity to grow,”
Williams said.
See ANNEX, Page 2
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weeds?

Carbondale
resident had
passion for service
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DOWNEY
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“I was singing a solo and my girlfriend told me later that there was a
guy, back here from the service going
back to school, in church this morning and he heard you sing and wants
to meet you,” she said.
They met that night at a
Methodist Youth Fellowship meeting in October 1946. By the next
June, they were married. The two
would have celebrated their 61-year
anniversary Sunday.
After they married, the couple
had two children and lived in Herrin,
where Downey worked for Nabisco
and taught Sunday school.
“His belief in God was always
strong,” said his daughter Karen
Downey.
Downey stayed an active member of the Methodist church where
he and his wife met. He attended
church weekly and rarely missed a

ANNEX
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

meeting in his men’s bible study
group in Murphysboro, said longtime friend and army veteran Sidney
Matthews.
Downey’s affiliation with the
church also left a lasting legacy on
SIUC, as his involvement with a
church group grew into the formation of a new fraternity in the fall of
1941, said Robert Odaniell, a former
president of the fraternity.
Downey was one of 22 founding
members of the Nu Epsilon Alpha
chapter at the university. The fraternity broke up briefly due to the
war but reconvened in 1946. In May
of 1951 the fraternity was adopted
under the national fraternity Sigma
Pi.
Like his lasting relationship with
the church, Downey never forgot
his military roots. As a color guard
member of the American Legion in
Murphysboro, Downey would perform up to three funerals a week
to serve as a chaplain helping with
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Former Chancellor Treviño
becomes Florida dean
Former Chancellor Fernando Treviño was appointed
dean of the Robert Stempel School of Public Health at
Florida International University in May, according to FIU’s
Web site.
Treviño accepted a tenured professorship at SIU School

Located at Praise Central Church of Deliverance, 400 E. Jackson Street
The event is free and is open to the public.
Hosted by Tuscan Lodge #44, P.H.A., F. & A.M.
The calendar is a free service for community groups. We cannot guarantee that all items
will run.
Submit calendar items to the DAILY EGYPTIAN newsroom, Communications 1247, at least two
days before event, or call (618) 536-3311, ext. 266.
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of Medicine after President Glenn Poshard demoted him in
April for failing to perform basic job duties.
He is currently due for an arbitration hearing to seek
full relief of his contract, which promises Treviño $290,000
annually until 2010.
Treviño was unable to be reached for comment, but his
secretary said he would not be in the office until early July,
though his FIU contract took effect June 1.

St John’s Day Celebration - Sunday, June 22 at 3:00pm

at Carbondale, with fall and spring

military rituals, Matthews said.
He would also volunteer extra
time to the Carbondale VFW post
when the group sold fundraiser poppies, he said.
Downey also served as a
Republican election judge in
Carbondale for 20 years. A lifelong
Republican, Downey never took long
at the polls because he was always
a straight-ticket voter, his daughter
said.
After 35 years working as a sales
representative, Downey retired and
began volunteering as a safe-driving instructor for AARP. His classes
helped senior citizens pass their driving exams and allowed some to obtain
insurance discounts, Matthews said.
“We’ve had an extraordinary life
and God made it for us all the way,”
his wife said.

meeting.
Murphysboro Park District, said the
The land in question does not program only gets a small amount of
include any current
money from tax funds
Carbondale businesses.
now so anything extra
However, the proposal
would be a great help.
e feel that
has the potential to bring
If Murphysboro
more jobs to the city and
we have our expands, the diswould receive a
also increase the tax propneeds and the city trict
few thousand dollars,
erty revenue, Williams
said.
of Murphysboro Russell said.
Although the park
Carbondalehas24,881
needs this
residents, while the popudistrict has not had
lation of Murphysboro is
any say in the matter,
opportunity to
8,241, according to 2006
Russell said the expangrow.
figures from the U.S.
sion would benefit the
— Ron Williams
Census Bureau.
city
and he plans to
mayor of Murphysboro
If Murphysboro gains
sit back and see what
the new land, the city
happens.
would receive an undetermined amount
“I do think this will bring more
of money to improve city-funded pro- opportunities and create more busigrams such as the park district and nesses to come into town,” Russell said.
library, said Maureen Berkowitz, chief
assessment officer for Jackson County.
Jenn Lofton can be reached at
536-3311 ext 273 or jlofton@siu.edu.
Lance Russell, director of the
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It has been nearly eight months
since the Carbondale City Council sent
the renewal agreement to Murphysboro.
The current line, on Country Club
Road near the new Wal-Mart, has been
the boundary for the past 25 years, having last been renewed in 2001.
Carbondale Mayor Brad Cole said
he has not corresponded with anyone
from Murphysboro on the matter and
would not comment until there is an
official response from the neighboring
town. Other officials directed questions
to Cole.
The new proposal would allow
Murphysboro to claim land five miles
east of the current boundary and also
includes the possibility of expanding
north and south, Williams said. The
Murphysboro City Council plans to
vote on the measure at its July 14
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New director would aid in enrollment crisis
Second candidate interviewed for admissions director
Jeff Engelhardt
DAILY EGYPTIAN

SIUC took another step toward
finding an administrator to help conquer its biggest challenge Wednesday.
Instability in the administrative positions in the admissions and enrollment

Courtney Kohn,
a candidate for
the director of
undergraduate
admissions,
delivers a
presentation to
SIU employees
Wednesday at
Woody Hall.
Kohn has held
six different
admission and
enrollment
positions at Roger
Morris College
over eight years.
L UKE M C C ANN
D AILY E GYPTIAN

departments has plagued the university
for the better part of three years.
To help combat the problem, a
search committee brought in Courtney
Kohn, the second of three candidates
for director of undergraduate admissions, for an on-campus interview.
Interim Director of Undergraduate

Admissions James Carl said the new
admissions director, whose primary
focus would be recruitment, would
face scrutiny because of the university’s continuously declining enrollment
numbers.
The university has lost nearly
5,000 students since its peak year

in 1991. Fall 2007 enrollment was
20,983. Administrators have said the
losses affect all aspects of the university, from student fees to facility
maintenance.
Kohn said recruitment is important because students have more
options than ever before. She said it is
harder to compete with other universities because students are applying to
10 or more colleges and one impression could make or break the student’s
decision.
Carl said the efforts of the admissions director could not produce a
magic fix without help from other
administrators.
“Everybody gets in to that mindset thinking ‘Here comes the white
knight to bring great change to the
world,’” Carl said. “It’s just an office
that needs to be run. Yes, it is an
important responsibility, but there is
nothing supernatural about it.”
Carl said retention is just as important as recruitment.
SIU lost 671 of 2,222 first-time,
full-time freshmen from fall 2006 to
fall 2007.
Kohn, who graduated from SIUC
in 1996, presented ideas she developed and executed as dean of admissions and director of undergraduate
admissions for Robert Morris College
during the last eight years.
Unlike the first candidate, Patsy
Reynolds, Kohn directed her mock
presentation towards transfer students
instead of prospective freshmen. Kohn
worked on SIU’s Two Plus Two plan
as a graduate assistant.
The Two Plus Two plan allows
students working on an associate’s
degree at John A. Logan College to
easily transfer to SIU to work towards
a bachelor’s degree.
“I have always had a soft spot
for transfer students,” Kohn said. “It’s
where I started and had success. We

had a 20 percent growth (at Robert
Morris) in transfers in two years.”
Kohn’s ideas for change included
an instant chat available for prospective and current students and using
social network Web sites as a retention tool.
Because Robert Morris is a private
university with a small alumni base,
Kohn said enrollment was the sole
moneymaker. She said changes could
be made quickly at Robert Morris
because it is a private institution.
The changes she implemented
exceeded the goal set for graduate
student enrollment by 200 percent
when she first took the position in
December of 2007.
Kohn said it is important to
expand the way universities recruit
students electronically.
“Students in this generation
want information now,” Kohn said.
“Students are the shoppers now so it is
important to change with the times.”
Victoria Valle, assistant vice chancellor for enrollment management,
acknowledged changes occur more
slowly in a public university but said
a new director would play an important role in reversing the enrollment
decline.
Valle heads a new strategic enrollment management committee that
will include the new director as one of
the members.
“This committee is going to have
people from all parts of the university,”
Valle said. “That’s how we are going
to work towards fixing this problem,
with people coming together giving
feedback. “
Rance Larsen, the third and final
candidate for director of undergraduate admissions, is scheduled to visit
the campus June 24.
Jeff Engelhardt can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 259 or jengel@siu.edu.
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Archaeologists unearth ancient stone tools
rewrite America’s history.
So far, there have been two sets of
artifacts found at Topper:
— Stone flakes and tools that date
H I LT O N H E A D, S. C .
— A local man has unearthed two to the Clovis people, which history
ancient stone tools in an archaeological books say are the first Americans who
dig in Allendale County, S.C., a rare arrived here 13,000 years ago via a land
find that could provide more informa- bridge from Asia.
tion about how early Americans lived.
— A fire pit that contained plant
And if more evidence proves the remains dates back to 50,000 years ago,
artifact is a new type of tool and one which could help prove Goodyear’s
archaeologists haven’t found before, it theory about when humans lived here.
could be named after Matthew Carey
Goodyear believes the site was a
of Hilton Head Island.
factory for the Clovis people, where
The 22-year-old University of they came to make tools.
South Carolina anthroThe new find
could show it was
pology major volunteered
hat we are also a site used by
at the Topper Site where
USC archaeologist Dr.
the Taylor people,
hoping is
Albert Goodyear has been
who lived at least
this will tell us
1,500 years after
excavating for 10 years.
Carey found the tools on
something more their Clovis ancesJune 8, the last day of the
tors in an era called
about the Early the Early Archaic
2008 dig.
Though it’s Goodyear’s
Archaic people. period.
project, new finds are typiIn the dirt, 4
— Dr. Albert Goodyear
cally named after their disUSC archaeologist inches above Clovis
artifacts, Carey found
coverers.
That would make Carey the sec- the tools dating to 11,000 years ago
ond local resident to earn name rec- that could have been used as knives
ognition by contributing a new find or projectile points for hunting.
at the dig.
“When we dug them up, I got a
In 1998 — thanks to Beaufort good look and thought, ‘Yeah, it’s a
County resident David Topper point,’” Carey said. “The next day I
— Goodyear found artifacts at this was brushing over the area next to
ancient rock quarry near the Savannah it and I uncovered the exact same
River that indicate humans lived here thing 5 centimeters to the right
37,000 years earlier than originally of it.”
thought. Goodyear named the site
The tools are pointed with
“Topper” after the resident who found straight sharp edges. They are
it.
unlike those typically found from
The site is one of a handful of the Taylor people, known for makexcavations across the country where ing pointed tools with jagged edges
evidence is being uncovered that could that would have been attached

Liz Mitchell

MCCLATCHY TRIBUNE

Volunteer
Matthew
Carey, a
22-year-old
resident
of Hilton
Head Island,
S. C., uses
surveying
equipment to
map a portion
of the Topper
site located
near the
Savannah River
in Allendale
County, S. C.
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to spears for hunting or fishing.
Goodyear has found 18 of these at
his dig site.
Carey’s find could prove the
Taylor people also had another tool
in their toolkit, which might have
had a different purpose.
“I think they were probably left
there the same day, in all likelihood by one person,” Goodyear
said. “What we are hoping is this
will tell us something more about
the Early Archaic people.”

Bush to Congress: Embrace
energy exploration now
H. Josef Hebert
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CALENDAR
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WAS H I NGTO N — With
gasoline topping $4 a gallon,
President Bush urged Congress on
Wednesday to lift its long-standing ban on offshore oil and gas
drilling, saying the United States
needs to increase its energy production. Democrats quickly rejected the
idea.
“There is no excuse for delay,”
the president said in a statement
in the Rose Garden. With the
presidential election just months
away, Bush made a pointed attack
on Democrats, accusing them of
obstructing his energy proposals
and blaming them for high gasoline
costs. His proposal echoed a call
by Republican presidential candidate John McCain to open the
Continental Shelf for exploration
“Families across the country
are looking to Washington for a
response,” Bush said.
Congressional Democrats were
quick to reject the push for lifting
the drilling moratorium, saying oil
companies already have 68 million

acres offshore waters under lease paign ploy” that won’t help lower
nergy prices.
that are not being developed.
“Despite what President Bush,
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
called Bush’s proposals “another John McCain and their friends in
page from (an)... energy policy the oil industry claim, we cannot
that was literally written by the oil drill our way out of this problem,”
industry — give away more public Reid said. “The math is simple:
America has just three percent of the
resources.”
Sen. Barack Obama, the world’s oil reserves, but Americans
Democrats’
preuse a quarter of its oil.”
sumptive presidential
White House spokesespite what man Tony Fratto retorted:
nominee, rejected
lifting the drilling
“Anyone out there sayPresident
moratorium that has
ing that something can
been supported by a
be done overnight, or in a
Bush, John
succession of presimatter of months, to deal
McCain and
with high gasoline prices
dents for nearly two
decades.
their friends in is trying to fool people.
is no tool in the
“This is not somethe oil industry There
thing that’s going to
toolbox out there that will
lower gas prices overnight,
give consumers shortclaim, we
or in weeks, or probably
term relief and it is
cannot drill our not
not a long-term solueven in months.”
tion to our problems
Bush
said offshore
way out of this
with fossil fuels gendrilling could yield up
problem.
to 18 billion barrels of
erally and oil in par— Harry Reid oil over time, although it
ticular,” said Obama.
senate majority leader
Senate
Majority
would take years for proLeader Harry Reid, lump- duction to start. Bush also said offing Bush with McCain, accused shore drilling would take pressure
them of staging a “cynical cam- off prices over time.
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JERUSALEM (AP) — Palestinian militants fired
50 rockets and mortars toward Israel on Wednesday,
and Israel responded with airstrikes in Gaza just
hours before a truce was to take effect, illustrating
how fragile the cease-fire between Israel and Hamas
would be.
In another diplomatic initiative, Israel called on
neighboring Lebanon to open peace negotiations
— an overture that was quickly rejected by
Lebanon’s prime minister.

WA S H I N G TO N (AP) — As many as 30 more
levees may overflow along the Mississippi River from
Burlington, Iowa, down to St. Louis, the government
said Wednesday. Twenty levees already have been
topped by flood waters this week, the Army Corps
of Engineers said. Twenty to 30 other levees could
overflow if sandbagging efforts fail to raise the height
of the structures.The levees in danger protect rural,
industrial and agricultural areas, not heavily populated
towns. The levees protecting large towns are not as at
risk of overflowing, officials said.

Rockets, airstrikes hit hours
before Israel-Hamas truce

Government warns more
levees may overflow

Hilton
Head Island
resident
Matthew
Carey found
these tools at
the Topper dig
site near the
Savannah River
in Allendale
County, S.C.
M EG G AILLARD
M C C LATCHY TRIBUNE

Obama says
bin Laden must
not be a martyr
Nedra Pickler
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WA S H I N G T O N —
Democratic presidential candidate
Barack Obama said Wednesday he
would bring Osama bin Laden to
justice in a way that wouldn’t allow
the terrorist mastermind to become a
martyr, but he may be killed if the U.S.
government finds him.
“First of all, I think there is an executive order out on Osama bin Laden’s
head,” Obama said at a news conference. “And if I’m president, and we have
the opportunity to capture him, we may
not be able to capture him alive.”
He said he wouldn’t discuss what
approach he would take to bring bin
Laden to justice if he were apprehended. But he said the Nuremberg trials
for the prosecution of Nazi leaders
are an inspiration because the victors
acted to advance universal principles
and set a tone for the creation of an

international order.
“What would be important would
be for us to do it in a way that allows
the entire world to understand the
murderous acts that he’s engaged in
and not to make him into a martyr,
and to assure that the United States
government is abiding by basic conventions that would strengthen our
hand in the broader battle against terrorism,” Obama said.
Obama was questioned about bin
Laden after he met with a new team of
national security advisers. The meeting came after rival John McCain’s
campaign said Obama had a pre-9/11
mind-set for promoting criminal trials
for terrorists.
“I refuse to be lectured on national
security by people who are responsible
a the most disastrous set of foreign
policy decisions in the recent history
of the United States,” Obama said in
opening remarks that in part referred
to the Iraq war.
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McCain reveals plan for
reliance on foreign oil

Missing hiker calls her
mother, says she and friend
are safe, crews still looking

S P R I N G F I E L D, M o. (AP) — Sen. John McCain
called Wednesday for the construction of 45 new
nuclear reactors by 2030 and pledged $2 billion a year
in federal funds “to make clean coal a reality,” measures
designed to reduce dependence on foreign oil.
In a second straight day of campaigning devoted
to the energy issue, the Republican presidential
nominee-in-waiting also said the only time Democratic
rival Barack Obama voted for a tax cut it was a “break
for the oil companies.”

ANCHOR AG E, A lask a (AP) — One of two
backpackers missing nearly a week in Denali
National Park and Preserve called her mother
and said they were safe Wednesday, but helicopters sent out after authorities tracked the
signal did not immediately find them. The park
dispatched two helicopters to pick up Erica
Nelson and Abby Flantz, but three hours later
they had not been located.
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OUR WORD

Struggling for stability
With several permanent directorships and dean
positions empty, it seems like SIU would be better
suited to stand for “Southern Interim University.”
The top tier of the university’s administrative
structure lends any outsider insight to this fact.
Former Chancellor Fernando Treviño left the
university in mid-March and interim Provost Don
Rice stepped in. He fulfilled both duties until SIU
President Glenn Poshard appointed former Board
of Trustees member Sam Goldman as interim
Chancellor.
Unfilled positions include deans of the Colleges
of Engineering and Mass Communication and
Media Arts. Directors of the Paul Simon Public
Policy Institute, Honors Program and Admissions
are also filled with temporary help.
Now, just two months after he came out of
retirement to assume the university’s highest
position, Goldman is taking on responsibilities
beyond those his predecessor couldn’t handle — he
wants to be directly involved with searches to fill the
empty positions.
Goldman said his higher education background
and 23-year relationship with the university lend
him unique understanding of the types of leaders it
needs.
Rice, who previously had authority over the
searches, has said Goldman wanted to involve

himself directly in the process and address the
board’s concerns about a lack of diversity in the
university’s top positions.
These sound like good intentions, but right now
Goldman is another in a long line of administrators
who have attempted to offer a quick fix to a rapidly
growing problem.
We need stability. The administration has certain
positions that hold specific expectations for the
people chosen to fill them.
When these responsibilities are not carried out
— or, in this case, passed around between officials
— duties are not distributed evenly and problems
quickly arise.
This could be the reason for the high turnover
rate in some of the university’s highest positions.
People who should be held in the highest regard are
merely viewed as temporary authority figures.
Shuffling responsibilities among the top members
of university hierarchy has proven similar to placing
Band-Aids on a wound desperately in need of
sutures.
Goldman’s background suggests he could be the
man to provide solutions, but this university has
been disappointed before. No one should know this
better than someone who has Goldman’s history
with SIU.
We hope his energy is equal to his experience.

Meet the Editorial Board

Diana Soliwon
Editor in Chief

I knew when I signed on to oversee the
D E newsroom for the next couple
months I’d be sacrificing a chunk of my social
life, a consistent tan and the likelihood of catching Tila on time.
I also knew I wouldn’t want it any other way.
This is my fifth semester at the DE and one of
my last as an undergraduate at SIUC. My contribution to this editorial board will reflect the
pride I take in this learning experience, paper
and profession.
And, of course, my unparalleled humor.
I’m a junior starting my fourth-and-a-half
semester at the D E and my
first go as voices editor. Here’s to hoping that
you take full advantage of this forum and
let your words be heard. In turn, I hope you
also read ours. I value strong opinions, varied
perspectives, halfway-decent grammar and
blueberries.

Alexis Boudreau
Voices Editor

This is my third semester at the D
E and first as campus editor.
Reporting is the only job I have ever really
loathed. It is also the only job with which I
have ever truly fallen in love. I hope to bring
the same zeal to the editorial decision-making process. And if all else fails, I brew a
mean cup of coffee.
Allison Petty
Campus Editor

POLES APART OF THE WHOLE

The gays are getting married
DIANA SOLIWON
dsoliwon@gmail.com

The gays have been having an A to B
conversation for centuries, and California is finally
C’ing its way into it.
If you haven’t heard already, new gender-neutral
marriage licenses using “Party A” and “Party B”
instead of “bride” and “groom” are flying out of city
halls like wedding confetti since late Monday.
In the last two days, the largest populous state has
issued twice as many marriage licenses
— about 2,700 — than it ever has in
a typical June week, according to a
survey by the Los Angeles Times.
What’s more? Unlike
Massachusetts, the only other state
to legalize gay marriage, California, is
opening its gaydom up to anyone in
the country — there is no residency
requirement for its marriage licenses.
In the words of myself about five
times a day, it’s about flippin’ time.
As the California Supreme Court
ruling explained, the ban on same-sex
marriage violates the “fundamental
constitutional right to form a family
relationship.”
More and more, men who love men and women
who love women are finally starting to have a right
that has been reserved for pairings of the opposite
sex —half of which have left their own mark in
history by giving the U.S. a divorce rate of nearly 50
percent.

Here’s the point: If any two people want to give
it a shot, why shouldn’t they? Of course gays should
have the same opportunity to get it wrong (or right)
as the rest of the world.
After all, it’s safe to say we’ve paid our dues.
Homosexuality has been around since the beginning
of time, and many have been tortured, shunned and
killed for that reason for just as long.
My word of advice to the objectors is this: If you
just set aside the differences you have about sharing
your stuffy institution, you would probably realize
that gays are capable of bringing much joy to your
lives. You have to admit, despite the discrimination
we’ve faced, we’ve managed to maintain a pretty
cheery attitude.
Life is too short for fruitless debate — why not
consider the pros of having a little more gay in your
life?
First of all, there’s the matterof-fact truth a gay man will tell you
about a pair of cheek-strangling slacks
you just can’t part with.
The lesbian couple next door is
twice as likely to have a wide range of
extra batteries should you run out.
Economically speaking, the
ruling will surely fuel a frenzy of gay
travelers to the West Coast. If you’re
in the airline business, consider it a
stimulus package from us to you.
Most importantly, Ellen
DeGeneres is planning her own
wedding. Her comedic material
should be inspired by a rejuvenated lover’s high for
at least another 10 years. That’s that much longer
daytime television will be worth watching!
Come on — don’t you want to say, “Yay for the
gays!” just once?

You have to
admit, despite the
discrimination
we’ve faced,
we’ve managed to
maintain a pretty
cheery attitude.

Soliwon is a senior studying journalism.

MISSION STATEMENT
The DAILY EGYPTIAN, the student-run newspaper of Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, is committed to being a trusted source of news, information, commentary
and public discourse, while helping readers understand the issues affecting their lives.

Sean McGahan

A wise man recently told me that the
downfall of my generation will be the inability
of its members to think for themselves.
If we blindly eat up the company line, we’re
likely to end up with a case of salmonella of
the soul. My goal on the editorial board is to
consider the ways in which decisions made
in this city, state, nation and planet affect
everyone from Walter V. Wendler to Winston
T. Bagel Man.

City Editor

I am a 22-year-old senior from Batavia with
a journalism major and a sociology minor. I
have worked at the D E since the
spring of 2006. I am currently the sports editor
and night circulation manager, but have also
been the city editor, a city reporter and a copy
editor during my time at the paper. I am set to
graduate in August.
Brandon Augsburg
Sports Editor

Being welcomed into the newsroom as
the only non-MCMA or journalism major
was a shock; being selected for the Ed board
was another. As this world turns and the time
burns, people turn to the media for the things
they learn. Now, working with the media is a
bittersweet feeling. My hope is to bring peace,
love and prosperous feelings. Someone has to
do it and it might as well be me. I’ll help the
paper spread the truth.
Paul Flowers

Newsroom Representative

QUOTE OF THE DAY

I know he died,
“
but I don’t want change. ”

A villager in Voinesti
in Romania, where residents reelected the dead mayor,
Neculai Ivascu, to prevent his living rival from winning
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by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

By Linda C. Black
by Glenn McCoy

The Duplex

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today
is a 7 — Schedule more time for cuddling. You and a person you love won’t
have to talk things over much. You
already know what to do.

Today’s Birthday — (06-19-08)
Be fiscally responsible this year, and
you’ll make great advances. Others will
be impressed with what you accomplish, even if you hide your wealth. You
don’t have to show it off; they’ll know.
To get the advantage, check the
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Today
is a 7 — Don’t let other people’s
demands tear you limb from limb,
emotionally. You’re more apt to have
the winning idea if you keep your wits
about you.

Aries (March 21-April 19) — Today
is a 7 — Produce what’s required quickly,
and you’ll make a fantastic impression.
This doesn’t bring you any more money
yet, but if you keep it up, it will.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — Today
is a 7 — It’s getting easier to untangle
financial messes. Look again at paperwork you’ve had trouble understanding.
You’ll even understand the fine print.

Taurus (April 20-May 20) — Today
is a 7 — As you try new things, you find
allies you didn’t expect. There are many
folks who share your values, whom you
haven’t even met. Get outside your box
and discover a lot of great new friends.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
— Today is a 7 — It’s a good day to
go shopping for household items. Real
estate itself falls into that category. Look
for fixer-uppers, and save a bundle. Get
stuff that’s structurally sound.

Gemini (May 21-June 21) — Today
is a 6 — Put away more than you think
you’ll need. If you must have a treat,
choose something that’s affordable.
Don’t spend your savings on it. Enjoy a
delicious morsel thoroughly.

THE Daily Crossword Edited by Wayne Robert Williams
ACROSS
1 Belt place
6 Autobahn auto
10 __ does it!
14 Pita fiber
15 Pelt
16 Dynamic intro?
17 Start of a Casey
Stengel quip
19 Spotted
20 Singer Brewer
21 Part 2 of quip
23 Camera-ready
copy
26 Set down
27 JFK data
30 Disarranged
32 “Nova” network
35 Planted
explosive
37 Boot binding
38 Roeper’s
co-host
40 Part 3 of quip
43 Action site
44 Murder
45 Snakeless land
46 Sound of a leak
47 Ability to walk
aboard
50 Single entity
51 Up-coming
connector
52 Mature
54 Part 4 of quip
58 Stevedore
62 Aware of

9

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) —
Today is a 7 — A lot of the logjams
are breaking up, seemingly all on their
own. Truth is, your continual picking at
them has done more good than harm.
Congratulations.

Cancer (June 22-July 22) — Today
is a 7 — You have several offers of help.
Choose the one with the most experience and the best sense of humor.
Might as well have fun while you’re producing results.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) —
Today is a 7 — There’s a financial surprise coming. You might find a coupon
that hasn’t expired ocr a deal on something you need . . . or lose your wallet. It
could go either way. Pay attention.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today
is a 7 — The workload has increased
exponentially. Luckily, you’re imaginative
under pressure. A friend has a good idea,
too. Together, you’ll find a way to solve
the problem.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today
is a 7 — Others appreciate your talents
more than you realize. You’re building
a collection of fans who think you’re
wonderful. They’re right, you are. Get
used to it

(c) 2008, Tribune Media Services Inc. | Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information Services.

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME

63 End of quip
66 Pipe part
67 City on the Aker
River
68 Collection of
artifacts
69 Short jaunts
70 Art __
71 Some lilies

DOWN
1 Skater Katarina
2 U.S. tennis
stadium
3 Way of old
Rome
4 More cunning
5 Wonderland
service
6 Pose questions

7 A. Godfrey’s
instrument
8 Passed away
9 Boot cushion
10 Delectable
11 Dickens
hypocrite
12 Neighborhood
13 Singer Orlando
18 City on the

Tyrrhenian Sea
22 2000 candidate
Ralph
24 Kigali’s country:
var.
25 Seminole chief
27 Goldman and
Lazarus
28 Cake levels
29 Chips in chips
31 Taxed
32 Cy Young
winner Martinez
33 Egghead
34 “Funny Girl”
composer
36 Long time
39 Ta-ta!
41 “The Man Who
__ There”

42 Completely
surround
48 Tim Burton film
49 Tree-hanging
vegans
51 Minute bits
53 Lake near Reno
54 Kid
55 Golden Rule
word
56 Part of a plan
57 Yorkshire river
59 Move with a
mouse
60 One Saarinen
61 1981 Warren
Beatty film
64 Thoughtful
letters
65 Tic-tac-toe win

by Mike Argirion and Jeff Knurek

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

WEDIP
©2008 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

NOVEM
ROFTIP
www.jumble.com

TANIED

Sudoku

A:

“

By The Mepham Group
Level: 1

2

3

Yesterday’s

4

Complete the grid so each row, column and
3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit
1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solution to Wednesday’s puzzle

© 2008 The Mepham Group. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.

6/19/08

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

”
(Answers tomorrow)
LADLE
FERVID
PARODY
Jumbles: GAMUT
Answer: When her husband wanted to take a hot-air
balloon ride, he — “FLOATED” THE IDEA

siuDE.com
www.
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Gloria Bode says have fun
at the Sunset Concert.
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‘Weeds’ in
the wind
Luke McCormick
DAILY EGYPTIAN
‘Weeds’
New episodes air at 9 p.m. Mondays
on Showtime

PROVIDED P HOTO

When a sitcom begins to lose
viewership or garners a bit of negative press, the program’s writers
always seem to do one of two
things: have one of the show’s children sneak a monkey (it’s always a
monkey) in the house, or throw a
guest star into the mix for a couple
of episodes.
While Showtime’s third best
series, “Weeds,” hasn’t lost a great
deal of viewers or slipped much in
popularity, the show’s third season
did mark a dip in quality.
After three seasons of being
stuck in suburbia, Nancy Botwin
(Mary-Louise Parker) and her
single-mom, pot-dealing ways had
exhausted its send-up of the white
middle-class that had grabbed
audiences at the beginning.
Monday’s season four debut
was without a monkey. However,
“Weeds” did introduce a big name
guest star.
Comedic legend Albert Brooks
got all worked up on the small
screen for the first time in years
as Lenny Botwin, Nancy’s fatherin-law.
He makes his first appear-

ance at his mother’s house in Ren
Mar, where the Botwins fled after
wildfires torched their home and
neighborhood. Nancy Botwin used
the fire as a way for her and her
sons (Alexander Gould, Hunter
Parish) and brother-in-law ( Justin
Kirk) to sever ties in Agrestic,
where police have cracked down
on the marijuana trade. However,
Lenny Botwin is less than welcoming as he has yet to forgive her for
not being Jewish and marrying
his son.
Brooks’ Lenny might be getting
up there in age, but he’s still full of
vitriol and biting sarcasm towards
his shiksa daughter-in-law. His
screen time is short, but he makes
for the most snarky dialogue in the
episode — and his exchanges with
Parker showed true chemistry.
While the Botwins deal with
dear old granddad, Nancy’s move
down the coast was not purely
to evade police snooping around
Agrestic. She’s moving onto bigger
things, like bringing the weed into
America — not just selling it to
bored middle-aged white guys.
The new wrinkle in setting
coupled with Brooks’ arrival has
breathed some life into a show that
was on the verge of flat lining.
Luke McCormick can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 275 or
lmccorm2@siu.edu.

College of Education gets new leadership
Though he does not expect
to experience problems with the
accreditation committee, Colwell
The College of Education and said it usually takes a long time to
Human Services has bid farewell to prepare for their visit.
one associate dean and welcomed
“I mean, literally, it will take hunanother.
dreds and hundreds of man-hours,”
Associate Dean Brad Colwell Colwell said. “We have to presbegan his new job Monday. Former ent lots of data regarding student
Associate Dean Norma Ewing achievements, information about
worked at the university for 30 years faculty, I mean anything you can
and held the position of
think of that will show
associate dean for the past
how proficient our ...
is.”
decade. Colwell faces the
y task is college
challenge of filling Ewing’s
Colwell was born in
shoes and leading a colnot only Bluford, which is 10
miles east of Mount
lege whose enrollment has
getting the
recently declined.
Vernon. Colwell said
“My task is not only
students here, he is prepared to take
getting the students here,
on the duties of assobut while
but while they’re here,
ciate dean because he
making sure their stay is a
they’re here, has worked his way
from an entry-level
good one,” Colwell said.
making sure up
The number of students
professor position durin College of Education
their stay is a ing the past 12 years.
Before he came to
and Human Services has
good one.
dropped from roughly
SIUC, Colwell prac— Brad Colwell ticed educational law.
3,200 to about 3,000 from
associate dean of the
fall 2005 to 2007.
College of Education He said this experience
and Human Services gives him a more anaThe new associate
dean said he wants to go
lytical perspective.
the extra mile to attract more stuErin Wilson said she hopes the
dents. Colwell plans to visit Illinois new leadership will improve the colhigh schools to market the college, lege’s enrollment.
but said his focus extends beyond
“Being from around here, you
recruitment.
know, enrollment is important to
The college needs to bring in my community as a whole,” said
more faculty members and prepare the senior from Murphysboro
studying elementary education.
for reaccreditation, Colwell said.

Justin Kabbes
DAILY EGYPTIAN

‘‘M

T HOMAS B ARKER ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

The new Dean of the College of Education and Human Services Brad Colwell works at a desk
in the dean’s office of the Wham Education Building Wednesday, less than 72 hours after taking up
the new position.
“Economically, the more students
we get down here, the stronger
the surrounding area is in a lot of
ways.”
Former Associate Dean Norma
Ewing plans to leave the university June 30. During her time as

associate dean, Ewing oversaw an
increasingly diverse student body.
From 2003 to 2007, the percentage
of black students in the college grew
from roughly 10 percent to about 17
percent.
Ewing did not say if she would

retire or find another job elsewhere.
“I don’t have anything I’m ready
to announce,” she said.
Justin Kabbes can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 268 or jkabbes@siu.edu.
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Tiger Woods said Wednesday on his Web site that he will have season-ending knee surgery to repair a ruptured
ACL sometime in the near future. He also said he has a double stress fracture of his left tibia. These announcements
come just days after Woods won the U.S. Open — playing 91 holes in five days. Woods clearly has more guts than a
southern-style fish fry, but what is the gutsiest performance ever by an athlete?
The toughest athletic performance I’ve ever seen was the second vault by Kerri
Strug at the 1996 Olympics in Atlanta. She destroyed her ankle on her first attempt,
sucked it up and stuck her second landing like a pro with the whole world watching to secure the gold medal for the U.S. Tiger is tough, but Kerri is a beast.

BRANDON AUGSBURG
bauggie
@siu.edu

It was only a small-time World Touring Cup Championship race back in 2006. But
for former two-time Champ Car Champion Alex Zanardi it was much more than that.
The race was held in Oschersleben, Germany and was Zanardi’s first win since being
out of racing for almost half a decade after a horrific crash that almost killed him. It was
an impressive feat in itself. But what made this win that much more special for Zanardi
was that he did it with prosthetic legs.
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especially when he is dismantling the team.
At least he knows not to set
the bar too high, saying, “I can’t
and won’t promise titles from
the first day because I think that
would be a mistake.”
At this rate he might as well
not promise any titles for the
next decade or so.
Pep Guardiola, you are in my
doghouse.

12

Cristiano Ronaldo this summer,
so I’m not exactly sure who he
thinks will fill the midfield void.
If Guardiola is already unsatisfied with Messi’s defense, I’m
sure the coach won’t let him play
the wing, which means a huge
drop in talent on the outside.
Whatever happens with the
squad before the season starts,
Guardiola just better know what
he is doing. The Spanish fans
won’t give him very much leeway,

Brandon Augsburg can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 256 or
bauggie@siu.edu.
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He had already overcome racism, doubting high school coaches, the death of his
father, a flop in baseball and serious gambling debts. But Michael Jordan was not quite
the legend we know today until he overcame food poisoning. His Airness squashed
the loyal attempts of Salt Lake City cooks when he lit up the Jazz for 38 points in a
crucial Game 5 victory in 1997. If the current Bulls could play like a sickly Jordan, maybe
Chicago fans wouldn’t feel so ill watching them.

SEAN MCGAHAN
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INSIDER, page 11: Who’ws got guts?
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GOLF

Obergoenner named academic All-American
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15 MINUTES WITH ...

No doubt SIU basketball player
Christian Cornelius is one of the
toughest guys on the team. He’s come
back from two season-ending knee
surgeries that for many others would
signal the end of a basketball career.
Cornelius had another big test ahead
of him when the D E
caught up with him for an onslaught
of some tough questions in another
edition of 15 minutes.
DAILY EGYPTIAN: Was there ever
a point in your rehab where you
thought about just giving up on basketball?
CHRISTIAN CORNELIUS: There
were lots of times actually. It was
tough, but I decided that I really
wanted to stick it out, if for nothing
else, because I had close friends on the
team. Coach Lowery had really done
a lot for me over the past three years
and
he gave me
the opportunity
to come
back to
the team.
I’m glad
because I
love basketball and
I
love

Ian Preston can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 282 or idpreston@comcast.net.
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Ian Preston

DE: What did you think about
the dance Nick Evans was doing
when he was introduced at last season’s Midnight Madness? Are you
guys going to get him dance lessons?
CC: I don’t know what he was
doing with that one. Nick is a different type of kid. He has his moments
more often than not. He’s always
going to do goofy stuff like that, but
he works hard on the court and that’s
all that really matters.
DE: So what do you like to do
with your free time?
CC: Sleep. It really wears on you. I
also like to go back home or chill and
play Playstation 3.
DE: What game have you been
playing lately?
CC: NBA 2k8. I just beat Grand
Theft Auto 4, so I’ve been on my
NBA 2k8, but when Madden comes
out, I’ll be on that for a while.
DE: Are you one of those guys
who likes to create yourself in the
games and make yourself a superstar?
CC: No, I used to do that when
I was younger but I grew out of that
stage.
DE: But if you did what attributes would you give yourself?
CC: Not a good knee, I’ll tell you
that. I don’t know though. I’d probably make myself a small forward
with a decent jumping ability.
DE: So who’s the best gamer on
the team?
CC: Right now, probably Kevin
Dillard, from what I’ve seen. Matt Shaw
was a big video game head but he’s not
on the team anymore. But Kevin has
been over here beating everybody.

and four others from last season’s
team return for the spring season.

G
AU

Christian
Cornelius

being in Carbondale.
DE: What was the moment like
when you stepped out onto that court
for the first time completely healthy?
CC: It was like a weight being
lifted off my shoulders. It was emotional. My parents were there. My
mom was crying. I didn’t want it to
be such a big deal because I knew I
was back on the court, but I knew it
was a long road ahead of me if I really
wanted to get back to the point where
I was before the injuries.
DE: What’s an example of something that makes Coach Lowery such
a cool guy? Because it seems like
anytime fans see him, they see the
scowl and him yelling all up and down
the court.
CC: I’m sure I could call him right
now and ask him if I could come over
and go swimming in his pool and
have Mrs. Lowery cook mew some
food and I’m sure it would happen.
It’s just things like that. When you
commit to SIU he takes you in as one
of his own.
DE: Do you give Carlton Fay a
lot of flak for looking like a California
surfer?
CC: (laughing) Some people do.
I don’t because I’m living with him
right now over the summer, but I
don’t say anything to him about it.
DE: Well he is quite a bit bigger
than you.
CC: (laughing) Yeah that is true.
No, he’ s a cool kid, and yeah, he’s got
that blonde hair and that big body
and he’s got that pretty boy look
going for him. I don’t say anything
though because he gets enough of
that from the team and coaches.
They all say he’s got no problem getting girls.
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SIU golfer Todd Obergoenner was selected to ESPN The Magazine
Academic All-American At-Large Third Team. Obergoenner is the first
Saluki men’s golfer to be named an Academic All-American at large.
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SIU golf followers know junior
Todd Obergoenner can get it done
on the course. What many don’t
know is that the senior is just as
good at hitting the books as he is
golf balls.
Obergoenner was recently
named to the ESPN Academic AllAmerica At-Large Third Team. His
grade point average of 4.0 for the
year tied him with three other AllAmericans for the highest GPA on
the third team with the 19 others
who received the honor.
“It’s really an honor,”Obergoenner

said. “You don’t come into college
expecting something like this. “
To be eligible for the award, an
athlete must be on the varsity team
and maintain at least a GPA of 3.2
on a 4.0 scale. They must also be
at least a sophomore and nominated by his or her university’s sports
information director.
The at-large part of the academic All-America program is
mainly for the lesser spectator sports
such as fencing, gymnastics, hockey,
lacrosse and golf, among others.
Obergoenner is the first athlete in
school history to be named to any
of the three teams in the at-large
category by ESPN.
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“It really is a great honor for him,”
men’s golf coach Leroy Newton said.
“He’s one of those guys on the team
van when we’re traveling always
working on something for class.”
Obergoenner isn’t the only SIU
men’s golfer who’s a book worm. The
entire team has earned a cumulative
GPA of 3.5. It is a fact Newton does
not take lightly as he has made sure
to put academics first and foremost
on his squad.
“The athletic department in general has really stressed academics a
lot more than when I went down
here,” Newton said. “We’ve really
become a good university for student athletes to get a good education.”
Obergoenner is currently studying exercise science. He plans on
graduating next spring despite
transferring from the University of
Kentucky and changing his major
from chemistry.
The native of Cape Girardeau,
Mo., was also named to the
Missouri Valley Conference Scholar
First Team and ESPN Academic
All-District V At-Large First Team
— another first for a SIU athlete.
“I just tried to put as much effort
and hard work into my academics
as much as I do my athletics, and
somehow I’ve managed to balance
the two. To be named an academic
All-American is an absolute honor,”
Obergoenner said. “To see all that
hard work pay off is really incredible.”
The SIU golf team finished second at the MVC Championship
earlier this year — tying the best
finish in school history. The Salukis
will be a legitimate contender for the
title next year when Obergoenner
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Golfer earns third team honor

Barca
Blunder

Brandon Augsburg
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Barcelona introduced Pep
Guardiola as their first-team coach
Tuesday, and almost immediately,
he started shaking things up for
the Spanish soccer powerhouse.
At his introductory press conference, the 37-year-old former
Barcelona captain said, “All of the
players in the first-team squad last
season are of a very high level.
But with the technical secretary
we are forming a squad and Deco,
Ronaldinho and Eto’o are not in
our minds.”
What, what, what?
Those three mega, super, ultra
stars don’t fit into your system?
All three are headliners and still
right smack dab in the middle of
their prime. Ronaldinho’s production has dropped over the past two
seasons, but his ball striking and

Ian Preston can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 282 or idpreston@comcast.net.

shooting make him indispensible
for any team on the planet. Deco
is in direct competition with budding star Lionel Messi, but please
Guardiola, you’re the coach: find
a spot for both of them. Moving
Eto’o might be the only move that
makes sense because he doesn’t
work well when he is not the focal
point of the attack.
OK Guardiola, you’ve rocked
the boat a little. Now impress me
with your plan to move forward
without them.
He said he plans to keep
Thierry Henry, who had a lackluster first season for Barcelona, as
the main attacker. Then Guardiola
busted out Messi, probably the
only superstar he’ll have left this
season, saying, “He [Messi] must
feel part of the group and feel that
when other teams score against us,
it is partly his fault.”
I watched Messi play for his
national squad — Argentina —
against the U.S. a few weeks ago,
and all I saw was a man on a mission. He didn’t score any goals, as
the game ended in a 0-0 tie, but
man, did that kid play defense. And
now Guardiola has the audacity to
rip Messi for focusing on scoring
goals. The rookie coach ought to
take a step back and think a little
more before he keeps ripping his
players in the media.
By letting Giovani Dos Santos
leave for the Premier League and
by seemingly shopping Ronaldinho
around, Guardiola is leaving the
left side of his midfield wide open.
He has already said he won’t pursue
See DAWGIES, Page 11

